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1. Subject is a Hungarian of German and French origin (claims to be a
direct descendant of Napoleo'is famed Marshal Ney), about 42 years old; has
brown hair graying at the temples, blue eyes, 599" tall. He was a director
of a Chemical Factory in Hungary before the war. As a First Lieutenant in
the Hungarian ara during the first years of World War II, he fought on the
Russian Front until 1942 when he suffered a head wound from a splinter.
Returnaing to Hungary, he organized a secret group known as th Union of
Eastern Front Fighters", a sort of "affenpartein', a secret organisation of
the- ri ht dedicated to violent action rather than to political activ-
ity. Its purpose was to combat all C s t teandencise in Hungary and to
purge Hungary of all pro-Russian elements, in the event even of Russian
victory, after the cessation of hostilities.

2. Some of thooe associated with Subject in this organization were:

Count Fra LI Captain. Pa-f@9=
Lieut. Lajo ACHE Captain KareldC
Captain r Captain' ' 0!0

Most pre nnt associate, howver, was the former Hungarian Prime Minister,
Bel EY. Although Subject became the leader of the Union, IMY is
allged to be more properly the founder; however, he was unable to partici-
pate actively in the Union since his mother was Jewish, and he was therefore
reputadly persona non grata with the Germans. Subject, on the other hand, as
a former director of a chemical factory which had strong business ties in
Germny and as a fairly well-kmown, though smwhat fanatieal, soldier, was
better able to lead the Union and give it its primarily military and crusading
character.
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3. Subject and his Union of Eastern Front Fighters were intent on seeing
that Hungary did not drop out of the war. Hence, Subject worked against
Admiral Horthy, the Regent, and began to strengthen his connections with the
Geman authorities, Conversations were held with NESFM , the German
Minister to Hungary, with the SS Leader, Otto SKORZENY, and with the German
SS General WINCKELMANN. That HORTHI was unable to take Hungary out of the war
is allegedly due in substantial part to Subject and the military support he
lent the SZALASI regime in the Putsch of 15 October 1944. Subject became
"bersturmba nnhrer NE," head of "Kampfgruppe NET," subordinate to the Gman
SS Totenkopf Divisioni ~

4. - ampfgruppe NE!" was composed of three Regiments (so-called) of about
1500 m r-a -wansdeup chiefly from the former 1st Hungarian SturAjager-
Regiet, later known an the Totenkopf-Regiment, and was outfitted in German
uniforms and subordinated to the German Comand. (A circumstance, tar the way,
which has serred to alienate a great many Hungarian DP's away from Subject.)
KAROLYI, VADON, WACHE, SCHOEM, ZADOR, and BOLHOX were all officers with the
rank of HauptatumfTarer in the group. For a long time the activity of this
"Force seemed to be mainly political with more concern for leanf to the Nazis
than to last-ditch resistance to the Russians. In the spring of 1945, however,
it was too late for intrigue alone, and the formation had to fight at ROHOUC,
STUUlWEISSBURG, and finelly between GRAZ and BRUCK an der MUR in Austria, itth
the mission of carrying on fanatical resistance to the Russian horde. Although
purportedly of combat-team strength, the group was little larger than a Battalion.
In an attempt to engage a Russian unit of far greater size, it was almost com-
plet.ely annihilated. In the capacity of its leader, however, Subject, who ma
still just a let Lieut., became a self-appointed Lt. Colonel which rank at timre
he still claims. After the disaster that befell his abortive attempt at final
resistance, Subject fled before the Rsiana and finiahed up the war in the
western part of Austria where he was interned by the United States Forces. During
his internment, Subject was brought to trial, convicted, sentenced to death (later
commuted to life imprisonment) for alleged participation in the slaying of a
U.S. flier in Hungary during the war. Subject pleaded "Not Guilty" to the charge
and still later (about Jan-Feb 1943) was released from internment after his con-
viction was reversed. This is supposed to have come about on the intervention of
the then Secretary of the Army, Kenneth W. ROYAL.

5. Shortly after his release from U.S. Interment, connection with Subject
was taken up by the former SD Major Wilhe ETTL who was then building up
earious intelligence activitie for CIC Austria.

6. Subject was first introduced to the undersigned by Dr. HOETL about
April 1948. After several discussions concerning the possibilities open to
Subject for the construction of a penetration network to cover Hungary, it was
dacided to set up a project under HOETTL's general guidance and NE's imediate
control. Subject proposed and then proceeded to gather together a grup of ex-
soldiers who would be willing to drop everything, join with him and enter upon
a period of training for service as couriers and residents in and into Hungary.
Accoringl7, prospects were acre nd as to intelligence, idealim, loyalty,
phyical courage and condition, as wall as experisnce, 1L any, in inte llgc
operations. Candidates wre then put through a period of training to developa
thm physically (good food, plenty of sleep, temperance, exercise5, judo, etco),
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mentally (sap reading, border crossing techniques, current affaira, memory
training, etc.), and spiritually (indoctrination, loyalty oaths, religious
services, pledges .to combat Communiam and to tell nothing in the event of
apprehension, etc.).

7. Consequently, in July 1948 scme 18 ca ndidatea, all young (20-25 years)
and single, and a staff of 5 consisting of a Camp Director, Judo instructor,
map-reading and current affairs instructor, a Chaplain, and a Cook were
established in a privately-owned hunting lodge hidden away high in the mountains
behind Gaunden, Austria. Under the guise of a CIC rest center for American and
Indigenous mmbers of the Vienna Detachment, the camp functioned under the super-
vision of an American Agent on duty at all times. All inhabitants wore U.S. Army
CD'a, shoes,.etc., and ate Army rations. For exercise, they held Judo clases,
chopped trees, and cut wood (supplied CIC amunden for ten months), played volley
ball, catch, badminton and touch-tackle; and learned how and *hn to use a certain
amount of "GI" language both good and bad for the edification or mortification
of any interlopers. (None were ever encountered however since the site was
ecpletely isolated - a small clearing in the woods, accessible only by one
narrow footpath at the bottom of which an unarmed, casual-appearing sentry was
at all ties maintained. Firearms were never allowed in the area.) For specific
operational training, they read maps, studied insignia and designations of
Hungarian and Soviet uniforms and equipent, learned methods of crossing
borders, etc.

S. Meanuhile, Subject and his staff (including ives), eleven persons in
all, were established in a CIC operational billet at Lambach, a small tom ahount
15 miles frcm Gmunden on the Linm-Salmburg highway. From here Subject worked
out to Lino, Steyr, and Salsburg setting up contacts, refugee screening teams,
etc., to handle Hungarian traffic.

9. About 15 September 1948, the project and training had developed aufficiently
to warrant the dispatch of its first couriers to take up contacts with previoualy
known residents in Hungary. The affair moved along slowly at first and not entirely
satisfactorily. Meanuhile, the allotted monthly dollar costa for 25,000 schillingl
had risen dne to the rise in the cost of schillings. Moreover, it soon appeared
that the selection of Subject, a soldier, to head up a fair-sized and cmplex
intelligence netw ork was not too wise a choice. Subject in turn also selected
aca very poor risks as members of the organization, from the point of view of
security as well as ability. Consequently, after a feu flaps arose demonstrating
that Subject had been insecure (i.e., revealing the location of the trahag
center, misrepresenting his mission for CIC in his recruiting activities as one
including resistance and sabotage) the loss by capture of two couriers, a proven
atte pt to impresa two likely lookng prospects into service with his group under
threat of force, adverse reports from man sources, as well as a snail's pace of
production, plus Subj ect 's utter disregard for econcy, it was decided to aske a
change in leadership. While it was true that Subject had the ability for recruit-
ing and winng folloers on the basis of a semeuhat demogogie appeal (i.e.,
liberation of the Fatherland frcm the Co mat yok(I etc.), 'hen it came don
to the adninistration, manement, and direction of an intalligence collection
group, he did not have a alue.

1
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10. Thus, it was that in early November 1948 HOETTL was called in to
rectify the situation, tighten control, straighten out adiaistration, and
gradnally ease out Subject and all inaecurs and incapable personnel. Thia
HOETTL did quite efficiently and readily. Within the month, by pointing out
to Subject his many indiscretions, mi a and extravagances, HOETTL
forced a voluntary resignation and installe , Erich, as the Chief
Operator of the project in place of Subjec . HOETTL himself then took a
deeper interest in the organization of the project, weeded out the weak
membera, recruited some new ones, and set it to functioning full time with all
traces of Subject's influence eliminated. At the time of its termination in
September 1949 (due to HOETTa being dropped by USFA), it had become generally
rated: good to excellent, both in production and evaluation.

-71. Naturally, after his dismissal in November 1948, Subject felt resent-
ful against CIC and especially HOETTL. For a time Subject bounced around in
the American Zone of Austria attempting to make a connection with some other
U.S. Agency. It was thought that he made some connection with TIB, based on
the fact that TIB soon came to know many details of HOETTL's connections and
activities which only Subject could have known. However, it is not felt that
Subject want to work for TIB or any of its outlets. Failing to secure an
solid connection with any U.S. agency, Subject then traveled (Nov c 1948) to
the French Zone of Austria and Germany allegedly to see Gener CENIG in
Baden-Baden. Reportedly this resulted in Subject's return to siaruck and
employment in some capacity with the French Intelligence Service. While in
this connection, Subject traveled to Italy a couple of times where he contacted
various intelligence personalities. On his return to Innsbruck from one of
these trips about Feb 1949, he was allegedly jailed by the French (reasons
unknown). acent news on Subject is that he is working in the Munich Area with
a Lietnant, -ig supposedly the son of the famog Goperal IEITEL. In this
regard, he is reportedly operating under the name of KIRCHBERGER (na and
false documents supporting same furnished by CIC AutriaJ, and is allegedly in
connection with some American Agency and Italian Military Intelligence. At
another time the undersigned heard that Lt. REITEL was in possession of inform-
tion concerning the whereabouts of several million dollars worth of hidden' wealth belonging to the Nazis which was allegedly hidden somewhere in the
Munich-Salzburg-Tyrol area. (Note: Checks on this information concerning
activities in the Munich area are being conducted presently by ODEUM). The
very latest news (unconfirmed) heard by the undersigned from fairly reliabla
sources is that Subject has most recently been seen in Bari, Italy.

12. The lawayer who defended Subject in his U.S. War Crimes trial, Dr, T a
-U2LA (a Hungarian refugee in Austria), a close friend of SubjectQs deic ~e

" is i' a man of high moral qualities, a demogogu who is able to inspire confi-
dance in his followers but an extremely poor judge of character; a good soldier
but a poor diplomat and administrator. He relates how after the end of the war
when Subject was named by the U.S. authorities to be Camp C er of the
Hungarian prisoners of war at Camp Ebensee and later at Camp Steyr in Austria
(this was prior to Subject's arrest on the War Crimes charge), he made some
very injudicious selections in personnel to help him in the administration of
the Camp. This is supposed to have turned most of the oficess and the enlisted

Ren of the Hadiact end the "Hungaria" Divisdions gainst hies Ther wrte
charges that Subject and hia staff siphoned off foodstuffs destined for the
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general mess to supplement their own rations. HUZETUA feels that although
probably not personally guilty of this patty corruption, Subject was neverthe-
less responsible for the situation that prevailed because of (1) his implicit
confidence in the integrity of assistants who were by reputation unworthy of
such trust, and (2) because of his injudicious selection of personnel for
these positions. HUZLLA claims that the resentmnt thus stirred up still
prevails among a large part of Hungarian refugee circles in which the Hunyadi
and Hungaria groups continue to wield considerable influence.

13. In conclusion, it may be said that the undersigned considers Subject
to be a dreamer to an extreme, an anti-C m st idealist to the point of
fanaticiam (or Nazism), a security risk to a most dangerous degree, a man of
may words but few, often foolish, actions, of great ideas and ambitions but
little practicable application, of much inspiration but slight perapiration.
He is a fire that sputters but never really flames, a light that gliamera but
never really shines, a seccud (perhaps first) rato soldier but a fourth, at
beat, a third rate intelligence operative. The undersigned .know, for he fomd
out the hard way.

(Note: See attached annex for information on MEJDOUB, Abdul Hadi, personalit7
mntionod in PIh 3736).
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